767 Communications Crew. Reader comment is urged to help identify them. Photo taken in Italy. The OD Uniforms suggest photo was taken in early spring or late fall of 1944. Harry Oglesby Photo 767 Sq.

Richard Warrington 484th BG sent in this photo of the ground service crew. They are from left: Kemp, Jones, Richard Warrington, and J Truitt. Kneeling Gates, and Morgan.

Engineering personnel of the 766 squadron standing in front of "Malfunction Sired by Ford" Reader comment is urged to help identify the men shown and to tell us why the name was chosen. Harry Oglesby Photo 767 Sq.

Aircraft Engineering Officer Grant V. (Fang) Hansen 824 Squadron standing third from left, poses with some of his maintenance specialists. The servicing and maintenance of aircraft took superhuman effort considering the primitive conditions existing at Torretta during the whole combat operational period of the 461st & 484th Bomb Groups. Fang Hansen photo 824 Sq.